ELEMENTARY EQUIVALENCE FOR FINITELY GENERATED NILPOTENT GROUPS AND MULTILINEAR MAPS

FRANCIS OGER
We show that two finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent groups are elementarily equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same sentences with two alternations of quantifiers. For each integer n ^ 2, we prove the same result for the following classes of structures:
(1) the (n + 2)-tuples (Ai,... ,A n+x ,f), where A\,,.. , A n+ i are disjoint finitely generated Abelian groups and / : A\ x • • • x A n -> A n+ i is a n-linear map; (2) the triples (A,B,f), where A, B are disjoint finitely generated Abelian groups and / : A n -» B is a n-linear map;
(3) the pairs (A, / ) , where A is a finitely generated Abelian group and / : A n -> A is a n-linear map.
In the proof, we use some properties of commutative rings associated to multilinear maps.
It is well known that two modules, and in particular two Abelian groups, are elementarily equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same V3 sentences (see [14, Corollary 2 .18, p.37]). In [13] , we showed that two Abelian-by-finite groups are elementarily equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same 3V3 sentences.
For non Abelian-by-finite groups, the situation is radically different. Burris proved in [1] that, for each integer n, there exist two groups which satisfy the same sentences with n alternations of quantifiers without being elementarily equivalent. The groups in Burris' example are soluble since they are in the variety generated by the symmetric group on 3 letters 53.
Moreover, we showed in [13] that, for each integer n, there exist two nilpotent groups which satisfy the same sentences with n alternations of quantifiers and do not satisfy the same sentences with n + 1 alternations of quantifiers.
In contrast with this result, we prove in the present paper that two finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent groups are elementarily equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same 3V3 sentences.
On the other hand, the following questions are currently open: 480 F. Oger [2] (1) Is there an integer n such that two finitely generated groups which satisfy the same sentences with n alternations of quantifiers are elementarily equivalent? We do not know the answer even in the case of metabelian groups.
(2) If two finitely generated nilpotent groups satisfy the same V3 sentences, are they elementarily equivalent?
In connection with these two questions, it is worth mentioning the results which have been obtained concerning the properties of polycyclic-by-finite groups which satisfy the same V3 sentences. By [7, Proposition 2.1, p.470], two such groups G, H necessarily have the same finite images, and therefore have isomorphic profinite completions. If G and H are finitely generated Abelian-by-finite groups, it follows that they are elementarily equivalent, because each of them is an elementary submodel of its profinite completion according to [9, Theorem 2, p .1041].
In [15] , Raphael improved [7, Proposition 2.1] by showing that, if two polycyclicby-finite groups G, H satisfy the same V3 sentences, then, for each integer n ^ 1, there exist a subgroup G n of G with G n = H and \G : G n \ prime to n, and a subgroup H n of H with H n = G and \H : H n \ prime to n. If G and H are nilpotent, it follows that they have isoinorphic ^-localisations for each finite set ir of primes (this result was also proved in [10] ). Anyhow, [8, Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1, p.3] gives examples of finitely generated nilpotent groups of class 2 which have isomorphic ^-localisations for each finite set -K of primes and which are not elementarily equivalent. In [16, pp.37-40] , Raphael managed to show that, in one of these examples, the groups do not satisfy the same V3 sentences.
The definitions and results of model theory which are used here, in particular the notions of formula, sentence and elementary equivalence, are given in [2] . Concerning groups, we use the notation of [17] . In particular, we write t(M) for the torsion subgroup of a finite-by nilpotent group M.
For each integer n ^ 2, we consider the (n + 2)-tuples (Ai,... ,A n+ i,f), where Ai,... , A n+i are disjoint finitely generated Abelian groups and f : A\X-• -xA n -* A n+1 is a n-linear map. We also consider the triples (A,B,f) , where A, B are disjoint finitely generated Abelian groups and / : A n -> B is a n-linear map, and the pairs (A, / ) , where
A is a finitely generated Abelian group and / : A n -> A is a n-linear map.
We use the following notations, which are similar to those of [12] : For each (n + 2)-tuple (A\,... , A n+U f) and for any subsets S t C A lt ..., S n C A n , we denote by / ( S i , . . . ,S n ) the subgroup of Ai+i which is generated by the elements f(xi,... ,x n ) for i i e S i , . 
We interpret the n-linear map with the n-placed functional symbol L. For each of the n + 1 groups, we introduce a 2-placed functional symbol for the addition, a 1-placed functional symbol for the minus operation and a constant symbol for the zero element. The universe of a (n + 2)-tuple (Ai,... , A n +\, f) is A\ U ... U A n+ \\ consequently, the functions that we consider are not defined everywhere.
For reasons of convenience, we write the formulas with the symbols +,-,0 for each of the n + 1 groups. In order to avoid misunderstandings, the name of each variable is followed by the index 1,... , n + 1 according as it concerns the elements of the first,... , (n + l)-th group.
We adopt similar conventions for triples. Here, the language consists of the n-placed functional symbol L for the n-linear map and, for each of the two groups, a 2-placed functional symbol, a 1-placed functional symbol and a constant symbol. The universe of a triple
Concerning pairs, we use the language which consists of the n-placed functional symbol L for the n-linear map and, for the group, the 2-placed functional symbol +, the 1-placed functional symbol -and the constant symbol 0. The universe of a pair (A,f) is A.
In In [11] and [12] , we used this theorem in order to give characterisations of elementary equivalence for several classes of structures:
(1) [11] For each class, we proved that elementary equivalence does not imply isomorphism. In particular, we gave an example of two nonisomorphic finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups of class 3 which are elementarily equivalent, and an example of two nonisomorphic finitely generated torsion-free Lie rings which are elementarily equivalent. On the other hand, we showed that, in (2) and (3), elementary equivalence implies
In the present paper, we give a simpler proof of Theorem 1, which yields the following strengthening:
THEOREM 2 . In Theorem 1, it is possible to choose a formula <p m which is a conjunction of formulas of the form ($)
(W)(C(ui,... ,u n+u v) V (3w)v(u u ... ,
u n+u v,w)) with 7] positive and C, V quantifier-free.
Then, we deduce the following result from Theorem 2 and Corollary 1: COROLLARY 2 . In Corollary 1, the groups G, H of (1), the (n + 2)-tuples A, B of (2), the triples (A, B, / ) and (C, D, g) of (3), the {A, f) and {B, g) of (4) , are elementarily equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same 3V3 sentences.
The proof of Corollary 2 yields a more precise result:
( In the proof of Theorem 2, we associate a commutative ring to each (n -I-2)-tuple. In the proof of Corollaries 2 and 3, we consider, for each finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent group, some alternating bilinear maps which are defined from the map (x,y) -> \x,y]. In at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700032469 [5] Elementary equivlaence for nilpotent groups 483 [11] and [12] , we already used similar arguments, as well as Myasnikov in [4] , [5] and [6] .
1) For each finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent group G and for any integers c,m^ 1, if r c + 1 (G) is finite and t(ri(G)/T i+ i(G))
m = 1 for 1 ^ i ^ c
then there exists a 3V3 sentence which characterises G among the finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent groups H such that t(ri(H)/r i+1 (H))
For the sake of brevity, we write the proof with n = 2. For each i S {1,2,3}, we consider a sequence X{ -(zi,i,... , Xi,m(i)) which generates A t , and a sequence of variables Ui = (u^i, . . . , Ui, m (o)-The proof of the existence of the formulas ip m is based on the two following claims: CLAIM 1. For each integer m ^ 2 such that mt(Ai) = mt(A 2 ) = mt( J 4 3 ) = 0, there exists a conjunction of jj formulas Xm("i>"2,U3) such that: 
is prime to m and divides m.
Then, we prove Claim 1. For each i G {1,2,3}, there exist two integers q(i) ^ r(i) and some terms p iA (ui),... ,p iir(i) (ui) such that t(A { ) = {p^fc),... ,p iq{i) {xi)} and such that Ai is the disjoint union of the subsets Pij(xi) + mAi for 1 ^ j ^ r(i). For each i € {1,2,3}, there are also some terms CTJ,I(«;),... ,ai, s (i){ui) such that (ifj ; c r j^i i ) , . . . ,<ji , a (i)(xi)) is a presentation of Aj. For each i £ { l , --. , m ( l ) } and each j 6 { l , . . . ,m(2)}, there exists a term Tij(u 3 
F. Oger [6] The conjunction of jj formulas x m («i,W2i"3) below is satisfied by X\,x 2 ,x 3 : A and for i ! € S! and x 2 € B 2 , and therefore 9 1 o9 = 9 off e R BAny triple (#1, ^2, #3) G R B is completely determined by 9\{xi) or 6*2(12). This follows because if, for instance, 9 2 {x 2 ) = 0, then any element y\ € B\ satisfies g(9\{y\),x 2 ) -g(yi,9 2 {x 2 )) = 3(j/i,0) = 0, and therefore 6>i(?/i) = 0.
The group (R B ,+) is finitely generated, and the ring R B is Noetherian, since 5 j and B 2 are finitely generated.
We write u = (ui,u 2 ) and x = (11,12)-We identify each (9i,9 2 o(3I2JF. Oger [10] If x satisfies a A 0 A 7 A S, in B, then we have RB = RA + QiWe denote by S the conjunction of the formulas <5; for RA/PI finite, and we write ip = a A /? A 7 A (5. This formula is satisfied by x in A. We consider the quadruples B = (B l ,B 2 ,B 3 ,g) which satisfy (*) and such that x satisfies il> in B. It suffices to show that, concerning such quadruples, there exists a bound for |JBI/.4I| and \B 2 /A 2 \ which only depends on A.
For each it {1,2}, we have
Consequently, it suffices to give a bound for We have Qi D R = Pj since Qi/Pi is finite and R/Pi is torsion-free. So, the inclusion R C S induces an injective homomorphism 9 t : R+ -• Si which extends to an isomorphism
For each i e { 1 , . . . , k}, we have
Now, let < be an integer such that (R, +) is generated by t elements. is, but (Eto 2 )0(to 2 , to) and (3w 3 )9(w 3 ,w) respectively become (3w 2 ){y i (w 2 )A 9(w2,w)) and (3u»3)(7j +1 (iO3)A0(io3,to)). This step only creates existential quantifiers.
(c) Substitute the universal quantifiers as follows: (Viui)0(ioi,uJ) remains as it is, but (Vio 2 )0(w 2 ,uJ) and (¥11/3)0(103,10) respectively become (Vio 2 )('7i(iu 2 ) ->• 9(w2,w)) and (Vu; 3 )(7 i+1 (i03) -y 0(u) 3 ,w) ). This step only creates universal quantifiers, since the existential quantifiers are introduced in 7i(w 2 ) and J i+ i(w 3 ), which appear in a negative form.
The group G satisfies ¥>i(xi,i, x 2 ,:, x~3,t) for any representatives 5?i,i,~x 2 ,u x 3t i of x\ t , xl t , x* 3i in G, I\(G), F i+1 (G). For each finitely generated finite-by-nilpotent group H and for any sequences y u y 2 
y,Ti(H)] C T i+2 (H)\) and ?i{H) = (V2, {V G T t {H) I [H,y] C T i+2 (H)}). It follows T i+l (H) = ([y^y^T^H)).
Now, we consider a finite sequence x which generates G, a sequence of variables u with |u| = \x\, and: 
